FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Tempaper Brings Distinctive Style to High Point Market Fall 2021
Releases Include Breathtaking Wall Murals and New Designer Collections
BRICK | NEW JERSEY (October 2021) – Tempaper, the pioneers of peel-and-stick wallpaper, will return to
High Point Market this fall to debut a series of new designs. Their premium prints will be displayed at their
booth in the IHFC building, InterHall – IH305, from October 15-20.
Tempaper will present Wanderlust, their first boho collection. The globally inspired prints will ignite your
adventurous spirit and feed your need to travel. Pacific Wave and Bohemia offer a fresh take on the
traditional damask design while Canvas Palm and Block Print Leaves lend a tropical, handcrafted
appearance to interiors. Micro prints Sunbeam and Gem Geo are also included in this collection to deliver
a dose of style to any small space.
“I love the idea of creating a destination inside your home. When you’re able to bring the feeling of being
away into your interior, it can be very powerful and uplifting.” – Jennifer Matthews, Co-Founder and Chief
Creative Officer.
With four distinct patterns – Grassroots, Grasscloth Geo, Pastel Palm and Homestead Floral – The Wilds
Collection explores natural textures, delicate flowers and untamed meadows. Earth tones and organic
curves are prominent throughout this collection, bringing the grounding power of nature inside.
“Nature is known to have incredible healing power. The Wilds and Wanderlust Collection emphasize our
desire to reconnect to the outdoors. Each design is reimagined in modern and refreshing colorways,
bringing a sense of serenity and peace into any space.” – Jennifer Matthews, Co-Founder and Chief
Creative Officer.
Equally impressive, the new Grand Palm wall mural offers a sense of escapism with a larger-than-life
landscape that’s both nostalgic and striking. Custom printed and sold by the square foot, oversized palm
trees are seen on a secluded island, bringing new life into interior spaces.
In addition, Tempaper will continue its designer partnership with The Novogratz and debut a brand-new
collection, Waverly Place. The whimsical assortment features 6 prints – Daisy Bloom, Feather Palm, Family
of Cranes, Zebra Marble and Tallulah Belle. Inspired by a stunning 200-year-old townhouse in New York,
this highly anticipated collection blends old city charm with modern-day whimsy.
Tempaper continues to evolve in its industry teaming up with both celebrity and boutique brands. Most
recently, the company collaborated with She She, a multidisciplinary design studio, turning an existing
client relationship into a long-lasting business partnership. This exclusive wallpaper collaboration will also
be previewed at High Point Market this fall.
The company shows no signs of slowing down in 2022. They will start the new year with a collection
launch with well-known fashion designer alice + olivia, bringing the famous “Stace Face” to the world of
peel-and-stick wallpaper.
“I have always admired the personality and design aesthetic behind the alice + olivia brand. It’s a perfect
match for our brand and product. I look forward to bringing that to life.” – Jennifer Matthews, Co-Founder
and Chief Creative Officer.

Tempaper will also unveil new product offerings in 2022 including rugs, home office and organizational
products.
Tempaper’s wide selection of peel-and-stick wallpaper designs are high-quality, self-adhesive,
repositionable, removable, and ASTM Class A fire-rated. The in-stock selection is made in the U.S.A. To
learn more about Tempaper, please visit www.tempaper.com.
About Tempaper:
Founded in 2008, Tempaper is the leading manufacturer of self-adhesive, peel-and-stick wallpaper. The
first of its kind, Tempaper’s self-adhesive wall coverings are a fit for every space and taste, encouraging
you to be fearless with color and pattern. Manufactured in the U.S.A., Tempaper allows you the freedom
to design your world as you see it. To learn more about Tempaper, please follow them on Instagram at
@tempaper_designs, Facebook at @tempaper, and Pinterest at @tempaper.
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